Abstract. We obtain A r (M )-weighted boundedness for compositions of Green's operator and the Laplace-Beltrami operator applied to differential forms on manifolds. As applications, we also prove A r (M )-weighted Sobolev-Poincaré embedding theorems for Green's operator and norm comparison theorems for solutions of the A-harmonic equation on manifolds. These results can be used in developing the L p theory of differential forms and the Hodge decomposition.
Introduction
Our purpose is to study the L p theory of the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆ = dd + d d and Green's operator G acting upon differential forms on manifolds. Both operators play an important role in many fields, including partial differential equations, harmonic analysis and quasiconformal mappings (see [9, 13, 15] ). We establish some norm inequalities both for ∆ and G and their compositions that are applied to differential forms on a compact, orientable, C ∞ -smooth Riemannian manifold M without boundary. We also obtain A r (M )-weighted estimates for these compositions and prove SobolevPoincaré embedding theorems for Green's operator. As applications of our local and global results, we derive some norm inequalities for solutions of the non-homogeneous as well as the homogeneous A-harmonic equations. These results will provide effective tools for studying of behavior of solutions of Aharmonic equations and related differential systems on manifolds. 
The norm of α ∈ Λ is given by the formula
The Hodge star is an isometric isomorphism on Λ with :
Throughout this paper, we always assume that M is a Riemannian, compact, oriented and C 
We denote the exterior derivative by
The Hodge codifferential operator
) (l = 0, 1, . . . , n), and the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆ is defined by
Also, we always use G to denote Green's operator throughout this paper. Further, we use B to denote a ball and σB to denote the ball with the same center as B and with diameter diam(σB) = σ diam(B). We do not distinguish balls from cubes in this paper.
The n-dimensional Lebesgue measure of a set E ⊆ R n is denoted by |E|.
where α is a real number.
T. Iwaniec and A. Lutoborski proved the following result in [9] :
A homotopy operator
is defined by averaging K y over all points y in D:
By substituting z = tx + y − ty, (1.1) reduces to
where the vector function ζ :
Integral (1.1) defines a bounded operator
with norm estimated by
L p -estimates and Sobolev-Poincaré embedding theorem
We say that u ∈ L 1 loc (Λ l M ) has a generalized gradient if, for each coordinate system, the pullbacks of the coordinate function of u have generalized gradient in the familiar sense (see [14] ). We write
As usual, harmonic l-fields are defined by
and Greens' operator
where H is either the harmonic projection or sometimes the harmonic part of ω.
From [13] we have the following lemma about L s -estimates for Green's operator G.
Proof. From the definition of the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆ and Minkowski's inequality, using (2.1) we have
and the proof is complete
Proof. We know that Green's operator G commutes with d and d (see [16] ), that is, for any differential form u ∈ C
Using this, (2.1) and Minkowski's inequality we obtain
and the proof is complete 
Then there exists a constant C, independent of u, such that
for any convex and bounded set D with D ⊂ M .
Proof. If 1 ≤ l ≤ n, applying (1.4) and (2.1) we have
If l = 0, using (2.1) and the Hölder inequality with 1 =
for any closed form c and
Proof. We know that c D = c if c is closed. Hence, by Theorem 2.5, we have
Hence (2.4) holds. From (2.3) and (2.1) we find that 
Here ω is the vector-valued differential form ∇ω = 
where α is a real number. Next, we prove an analogue of the Poincaré inequality for Green's operator G.
for all balls B with B ⊂ M .
Proof. Applying (1.3) to G(u) we find that
Combining this with (1.2), (2.2) and (2.1) yields
Thus, inequality (2.9) holds. This ends the proof As application of Theorem 2.7 we prove the following Sobolev-Poincaré embedding theorem about Green's operator G applied to a differential form u.
Proof. Since u D is a closed form for any form u, then (G(u)) B is a closed form and 
Integral Estimates
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From here, (2.9) and (2.2) we get
Remark. We can also prove Theorem 2.8 by applying [9: Corollary 4.1] to du and then using (2.2) and (2.1).
A r (M )-weighted norm inequalities
The study of different versions of the A-harmonic equation for differential forms has developed rapidly in recent years. Many interesting results concerning A-harmonic tensors have been established recently (see [1 -4, 9, 11, 13] ). Early work about harmonic tensors can be found in [6] . In this section, we prove A r (M )-weighted norm inequalities for solutions to the non-homogeneous A-harmonic equation
Here a > 0 is a constant and 1 < p < ∞ is a fixed exponent associated with (3.1).
Definition 3.1. We call u and v a pair of conjugate A-harmonic tensors in M if u and v satisfy the conjugate A-harmonic equation
v is an analogue of a Cauchy-Riemann system in R n . Clearly, the A-harmonic equation is not affected by adding a closed form to u and coclosed form to v. Therefore, any type of estimates between u and v must be modulo such forms.
Throughout this paper, we always assume that See [7] or [8] for properties of A r (E)-weights. We will need the following generalized Hölder's inequality. 
We also need the following lemma [7] . The following weak reverse Hölder inequality appears in [11] . Proof. We first show that (3.3) holds for 0 < α < 1. Let t = Now, we prove the following A r (M )-weighted Sobolev-Poincaré embedding theorem for Green's operator G. 1, 2, . . . , n) be an A-harmonic tensor on a manifold M , let ρ > 1, 1 < s < ∞ and w ∈ A r (M ) for some r > 1. Then there exists a constant C, independent of u, such that
for all balls B with ρB ⊂ M .
Proof. Applying the Poincaré inequality established in [4] to G(u) we get
Note that (G(u)) B is a closed form and 
Therefore, inequality (3.14) holds
Using a method similar to that in the proof of Theorem 3.6 we can extend inequalities (2.3) and (2.5) to the following A r (M )-weighted version. 
Applications to the A-harmonic equation
In this section, we discuss applications to the non-homogeneous as well as homogeneous A-harmonic equations.
In order to prove global A r (M )-weighted results, we need the following lemma about Whitney covers appearing in [11] (see [14] for more properties of Whitney cubes). 
